VIII. International Economic Developments
8.1 Overview of the World Economy5
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8.2 Inflation Developments
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8.4 Exchange Rate Developments
The effective exchange rate of the euro
remained broadly stable. In bilateral terms,

While growth in import prices remains
strong, indicators of domestic pipeline
pressures for underlying inflation signal
continued weakness ahead. Despite some
downward pressure from the recent
appreciation of the euro, import price
inflation for non-energy consumer goods
continues to record solid annual growth
rates. On the domestic side, indicators of
pipeline
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non-energy

consumer goods still point to weak
dynamics along the price chain. The

the euro appreciated by 0.9 percent against
the US dollar, reflecting changes in market
expectations about future monetary policy in
the United States. The euro also appreciated
against the Japanese yen, the currencies of
most emerging market economies and the
currencies of several central and eastern
European
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higher domestic price, REERI appreciated
8.5 Impact of Global Economic

by 14.6 during QI of 2015/16 on annual

Development on Ethiopian Economy

basis.

Despite the gradual recovery of the global
economy, export fell by 6.6 percent. The fall
in these export earnings was in turn partly a
result of a decrease in international price
registered during the report period.

On the other hand, the fall in international
oil prices resulted in the decline of fuel
import bill by 35.5 percent in the first
quarter of 2015/16.

Net services payments stood at USD 61.9
million due to decline in net travel services
partly as result of decline in travel from oil
producing countries owing to the decline in
their income following international fuel
price decline. However, official long-term
capital and foreign direct investment rose by
62.9 percent and 5.3 percent, respectively.

On the other hand, as a result of low trading
partners head-line inflation and relatively
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